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SOMEWHERE in the midst of the myriad of 

electromagnetic triangulations, there was another gravitational force, 

ripping up the inertia from under their vaporware.  

Everybody could feel it here on the outer coastal ports. They had 

collected enough water for the next three months from the last of the 

functioning solar panel converters, pilfering what was remaining of the 
3,100 cubic miles of water vapor that was invisibly enveloping the planet 

and the future. 

The weather never listens to the predictive modeling and so when 

the drought levels moved right on through winter, skipping the concept of 

spring and moving quickly into what most people still referred to as 
summer, it had already become very clear that they would have to find a 

new source, once again, for tapping into the invisible life forces that 

surrounded them. 

The once fad ketogenic diet, heralded by the bored wealthy tech 

types of the 2020s, had ended up becoming a welcomed stop gap in the 
third decade of the drought lands, and a reminder of how the human body 

had learned long ago to adapt to its circumstances for survival. Ketosis: the 

process by which the human body, after a long number of days of fasting 

or through starvation, increases its production of ketone bodies and goes 

into a state of ketosis, thereby converting the body’s fat deposits, and the 
increased production of ketones, into the proper energy necessary for 

survival in the absence of easily acquired glucose and carbohydrates. 

But none of these dietary choices were fads or trends any longer 

here in the southern coastal ports. Ketosis was merely one technique 

among many for simply surviving. 
No one knew what to do about converting the ocean water into 

drinking water after the unexpected acceleration of its levels of acidity. 

Along with the increased levels of microplastics and other contaminates in 
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the saltwater, the process of desalination had long since become more toxic 

than simply relying on the remaining polluted freshwater aquifers. 
If you hadn’t been witness to the past six months of increasing 

despair, and the drought insomnia that plagued many along with it, it 

would be hard to ascertain that the groups of various ages gathered 

together at any of the particular outstations were in low spirits or had been 

enduring long states of melancholy. The nightly rituals around campfires 
and musical exchanges led to a creative explosion combining a variety of 

cultural techniques that otherwise would have never had the chance to be 

combined together. While certain cultural taboos around food had pretty 

much been forgone simply due to survival, old, long forgotten customs led 

to a renewed lack of categorical distinctions and helped to ease the 
collective and served as an unconscious reminder that the main binding 

rituals were sustenance, both energetically and soulfully, of the common 

collective. 

Upon arrival, everyone would get to learn how to make a solar 

panel and once they had properly assembled it, they could then set about 
putting together a wifi-cycle thanks to the left over spare parts remaining 

from a myriad of domestic water piping and plumbing infrastructures that 

had been collected in heaps and mounds after the city water infrastructure 

had collapsed. 

The pipes were arranged into a gigantic pile along with the tons of 

other wrecked and salvaged wifi-cycles that were all the rage 20 years 
earlier when large urban areas had begun to desperately conjure any sort of 

way to convince the more affluent populous to reduce the C02 emissions. 

A portable, free, wifi-connected bicycle project in many large North 

American and European Cities (as well as on the African and Asian 

continents) had been a huge success. But now, with no real place to ride a 
bicycle in the 65 degree Celsius heat of the noonday sun, the wifi-cycles 

had been all but abandoned. But not for everyone. If there might be a lack 

of raw materials, there was still plenty of tire rubber and spare bicycle parts 

for the inventive minds. But the wifi-cycles weren’t for riding out into the 

countryside any longer or as means for commuting to work, at the 
Alexandria_4538 outstation, they were a means for harnessing energy for 

running the various chem-meat production warehouses, fermentation 
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plants, and vertical farms. 

For the new folks who found their way into a settlement there was 
always the same order of functioning: 

1.   Learn the maintenance and proper care techniques for various 

solar-powered vaporware. 

2.   Learn how to make and repair a wifi-cycle. And once 

assembled, get it connected into the local wifi network in order 
to help regulate the functioning of the vertical farming stations 

surrounding the outposts. 

3.   Learn that there was no such thing as a vegetarian, carnivore, or 

vegan any longer, there was just food: Energy. 

Besides, most meals consisted of versions of food that many 
wouldn’t recognize under any of these old and somewhat antiquated 

categories. Pretty much everyone, at least from the first or second worlds, 

had already grown up eating the first wave of chem-meat, chemically 

manufactured and lab-sourced meat products that didn’t rely on animals 

any longer but which had quickly turned a profit in the early 2030s 
foreseeing the anticipated industrial farming collapse and the need to begin 

to profit off the incoming climate disasters around resource management 

and the embarrassingly outdated food industrial complex. For most, not 

really knowing whether the exact origin of your food was plant or animal 

was really an afterthought. The weirdest part for most people was actually 

eating “real” plants and animal products for the first time. It took some 
getting used to. 

But on this late afternoon at Alexandria_4538, there was a very 

unique celebration underway. A younger couple were getting ceremonial 

tattoos etched into both their left forearms and the backs of their hands: 

along with a neuro-tat that would link them together at their heightened 
state of synched oxytocin levels. Once the tattoos were complete, they 

would automatically connect to the couples’ central nervous system, 

linking them to their wifi bicycles and the local network. 

It wasn’t that big of a deal. More of an initiation and a collective 

unifying experience for reminding everyone at the outpost of their 
priorities. Everything was temporary. The water surplus that they currently 

had was temporary. The love that the couple shared in a heightened 
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symbiotic state of aligned oxytocin was temporary. Even the bad times 

were temporary. But the drum circles played and the flutes and guitars 
echoed out in the distance as the winds swirled through the 500 meter long 

rows of tents that were sprinkled throughout the encampment. Even the 

configuration of the sleeping and eating quarters was temporary depending 

on how long they’d used the make shift cooking areas and were attentive 

to the seasonal rotation of the sun. 
Even the neuro-tats were temporary. 

But it gave everyone something to do as they all would collectively 

dance, entranced, in the nightly music, and waited for the three to four 

days it would take for their collective bodies to achieve ketosis— the 

ketogenic state. 
The elders among the group all knew that with only three months of 

water supplies remaining during the longest drought cycle to date, 

combined with the ever increasing deterioration of the vaporware, that if 

they were going to have enough supplies in the vertical farming units as 

well as the newly established chem-meat production greenhouses that had 
been re-generated, they would have to barter some barrels of salt and 

bamboo with one of the other outstations. At least they were fortunate to 

have the chem-meat greenhouses back up and functioning thanks to a 

collaboration with a wandering shaman and self-proclaimed ethnobotanist 

who was clearly tripping on mushrooms when he had stumbled into their 

outstation smiling from ear to ear early one morning. If they were to have 
enough supplies from the vertical farms, they were going to need two 

things: rain and energy. The extra greenhouse containers of chem-meat 

would be even more vital once the ketogenic state began to synchronize 

everyone toward a two-week production timeline. And if the water held 

out, and the symbio-fuel provided the proper bandwidth for the sat-coms, 
they could dispatch the two dozen 300 pound barrels of salt down the 

tunnel-port to Orion and gain another 100,000 cubic meters of water in 

return. Maybe they’d want a couple barrels of chem-meat as well and they 

could get another 1000 kilograms of cured bamboo to build another 

sanitation area. By just taking a good whiff in the air, everybody knew they 
could use one. 

As for the arrival of the shaman, the fact that he was relying simply 
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on an outdated gps location system meant he had been off the regular sat-

com networks for quite some time. When the Earth’s Magnetic Poles had 
reversed in the 2040s, half the population was caught off guard and it 

meant that location and communication channels had to resort back to the 

old satellite communication channels or sat-coms. 

The shaman must have been one of the lucky ones, living out in one 

of the underground cave cities where the daily temperatures remained at a 
cool 25 degrees C or below. The fact that he appeared healthy, was not 

malnourished, and was in good humour, meant that wherever he had been 

living since the Magnetic Reversal, led the elders to believe he could indeed 

be a good friend to have. And it was clear that whether he stayed for one 

month or five days, he was already enamored by the bamboo wifi-cycles. 
For a wanderer who had just stumbled in from a 2 week long trek 

in the drought lands, one could see why a wifi-cycle would be the first 

thing he wanted, besides a large bowl of fermented tea. His lack of insight 

about the wifi-cycles and the Magnetic Reversal had elicited suspicion in 

some of the younger of the collective, but the monastical books in his 
satchel along with the medicinal script notebooks dating as far back as 300 

BC, assured the elders that wherever this man came from, he was a 

valuable resource. 

You could sense it in the tears of joy mixed with the fermented tea 

dripping down the shaman’s chin and into his long growth beard, cooling 

the sun beaten sting of the cracked skin and caked mud smeared down his 
face and dreaded clumps of hair. He might not know much about the 

wifi-cycles or the allure of bamboo, but he could feel as much as anyone 

else, the need for the rains to come. 45 degrees C in the cool shade already 

at this time of year was not a good sign. 

The rains had to arrive. 
The preparations for the tattoo ritual had already begun and back at 

the molecular lab, unbeknownst to the young lovers, one of the lab techs 

had been relaying the spike information of their oxytocin levels and neuro-

activity back to the elders. But it wasn’t much of a secret, really. Everyone 

with a wifi-cycle that was connected into the local network could tap into 
the collectively shared raw neuro-data and see their affect levels were 

providing some sort of added surplus energy into the sat-com feed 
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generators. After they began providing extra help to the older members of 

the group by transferring their kilowatt output into another entire seed plot 
at the synthetic eggplant modules, without asking for any extra free time 

off-shift, people could tell, they weren’t having to ration their kilojoules in 

the same way. 

Everyone knew it early on, the couple had fallen in love, and as with 

everything in the drought ridden coastal regions, what mattered most these 
days were not the old names given to these experiences so much as the 

processes of their chemical composition. 

Synchronizing the neuro-tats with a symbolic marriage would at the 

very least, provide an additional energy source for powering the vaporware 

stations at the furthest region of the outpost. Some of the younger folks in 
the collective still thought the effectiveness of these ceremonies synched 

with the neuro-tats were pure speculation. The surprising arrival of the 

shaman just added to the sentiments that if they were going to set aside 

work in the vertical farms, now was the time to prepare for the 

synchronizing of the ketosis ritual along with the neuro-tats. It was time 
for them to harness their collective energies and see what would come of 

the spikes in symbio-fuel once the neuro-tats were implanted and 

connected back into the network. The micro-doses of psilocybin thanks to 

the shaman would do nothing but enhance the ketogenic state over the 

next 30 days or so and if they were lucky, it would also temper any 

possible re-occurrence of collective depression if the rains still didn’t 
arrive. Either way, everyone in the collective would begin to see a spike in 

their neuro-output after the 3-day ceremony. The time to act was now. 

You could feel it. 

The last sweet 600 cubic miles of water vapor in the immediate 

surrounding atmosphere. 
The perpetual draining of the water vapor only enhanced the heat 

lightning fluttering across the late afternoon sky as the sun began to set and 

the solar panels switched off and began to send electricity throughout the 

20km perimeter of the outstation. An array of lights flickered on all along 

the coastline and one could even hear the murmuring echoes of several 
satellite exchanges taking place at the main molecular lab and sat-com 

station and see the brilliant glow of one of the last remaining functioning 
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desalination plants. 

What had once provided millions of cubic meters of drinking water 
for an entire 10,000km area, had now been reduced to a salt storage 

facility and a molecular lab unit that still was able to reduce the acidity of 

the water down to usable levels. The extra water reservoirs were still used 

to store the semi-fresh water shipped back from Bamboo City. 

Surprisingly, once the acidic levels of the sea continued to increase 
and the desalination plants began to shut down, the inordinate amount of 

silos filled with salt specifically located all around the outskirts of 

Alexandria_4538, ended up making it one of the more established and 

cherished outstations in a 20,000km radius. 

And it all had to do with hydration and bamboo. There were many 
currencies to barter with now and the salt market as well as the bamboo 

market were two of the biggest ones. 

Bamboo, by itself was not very useful. As a base infrastructure, it 

could turn to dust within 6 months if eaten by insects, and if the insects 

didn’t devour it, when the rains did come and the temps hit 65 or 70 
degrees C, a bamboo structure would collapse in no time. 

But you combine bamboo with the proper salt curing process, and 

you end up having one of the most sturdy and sustainable building 

materials on Earth. One thing had become very clear early on after the first 

decade of the droughts: the more humans began to work together, ignoring 

their differences and embracing their collective insight and knowledge 
forms, the more they could rely on trusting that the materials they needed 

to survive and possibly thrive were right in front of them. 

All the abandoned infrastructures of the last civilization had left 

them as many gifts as they did perils. The desalination plants were brought 

online way too late and the cost of continuing to put them into production 
during the accelerated rise of the sea levels in the early 2030s only led to 

one of a myriad of economic bubbles of the post-carbon society. But the 

desalination plants still populated the readjusted coastlines of every major 

seaport, and what they had been so desperately trying to procure and what 

they were so desperately trying to get rid of, ended up being one of the 
saving graces of the 2070s. Salt and Bamboo.  

But for the moment, neither salt nor bamboo was on their minds, 
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they were preparing for another rain ritual as well as synchronizing the 

satellites on the eastern end of the vertical farms with the local wifi-
networks so they could immediately take advantage of the extra energy 

that would be generated after the neuro-tats had been implanted and the 

symbio-fuel had re-charged the last remaining row of 22 wind turbines 

back up the other side of the canyon with just enough energy left to re-

charge all the remaining fuel-cells for the tunnel-ports. 
One of the last great inventions provided during the Post-Carbon 

economic boom was the global networked infrastructure of the tunnel-

ports. Super-sonic tunnels that ended up creating a whole new form of 

carbon negative travel. It was the only way that Alexandria-4538 was able 

to secure a means of long-haul transport for sending barrels of salt 10,000 
kms to the east. If the entire tunnel-port pathways were functioning 

correctly, which was very rare, they could send two cargo shipments of salt 

and chem-meat over 10,000 kms in under 2 hours. They’d been getting 

delayed messages off and on requesting more salt in exchange for pure, 

crystal clear mountain water for the past six weeks, but had not had the 
charged energy cells to respond which was why they needed to get their 

satellites up and running as soon as possible, so they would be able to 

purchase as much water as they could during the first week of the 

outstation entering into ketosis. 

No one knew how long they would have to subsist in the ketogenic 

state and it was extraordinarily unusual for the entire collective to take up 
this procedure. It meant that they would have a window of about 14 days 

in the optimal ketogenic state to send out as many communiqués and 

diplomatic protocols to the other outstations within 5,000 to 10,000 kms 

of them in order to take advantage of ridding themselves of their 

extraordinarily large surplus of borax. 
A flash of heat lightening flickered again across the early evening 

sky. The elders would no doubt take this as a good sign. Neuro-tats and 

symbolic marriages were normally done at the sign of the first electric pulse 

shifts in any two members of the collective that had re-routed their wifi-

cycle connections on the networks and shown any signs at all of producing 
extra amounts of neuro-activity upon completing their required shifts at 

the vertical farms or the water collection stations. All one had to do was 
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check the app data from the daily entertainment modes, when everyone 

was off-shift, to know if any sort of neuro-anomaly had surged through 
the Alexandrian network. It usually meant the halo-ports in the 

entertainment sector and the oxygen bars stayed open a couple of hours 

later than normal. 

There were no humans helming the halo-ports and the oxygen bars, 

but it took so much extra energy in the network that if they did stay open 
later than 10pm, it meant one of two things: somebody had hacked the 

wetware again or somebody was in love. 

Either way, it pretty much amounted to the same thing, hacking the 

wetware to get oxygen or using the elevated levels of oxytocin for a shared 

halo-port session meant that there was an extra source of energy that had 
been allowed into the network after working hours. This was good news. 

The collective would be happy and the elders would take it as a sign to 

congratulate the individuals responsible by way of a celebration and 

prepare the plans for how to best make use of the energy spike. 

It didn’t happen that often anymore. Symbio-fuel was one of the 
rarest currencies still lingering out in the invisible ether. Its energy potential 

was second to none. And with the droughts lasting longer than predicted, it 

meant tapping into the symbio-fuel as fast as possible. And so the 

preparations began for a symbolic marriage and a satellite re-alignment to 

prepare the tunnel-port for a much-delayed salt shipment to the Orion-

3422 outstation 6,000 km away. 
A neuro-tat ceremony: part spectacle, part ritual, part tradition… 

and every network in the surrounding coastline would get the same data in 

the spike of neuro-activity on their sat-coms coming from the most 

southern port city in the salt lands for at least the next 36 hours of 

partying, micro-dosing psilocybin, and synchronizing the ketogenic state. 
It would probably lead to more parties and neuro-tats in the outer 

networks. Viral meme culture still had its merits in the post-carbon 

drought lands. And if they were lucky, it might lead to a couple of weeks 

of rain during which the vertical farms could switch on the accelerator fruit 

pods and also quickly collect and cultivate some bio-pommes and synth-
coconuts to help keep the collective ketosis going for at least 30 days. 

The neuro-tats inscribed their crystalline latticework in function of 
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the sensory connections between the body and the mind. Just like the 

ancient calligraphic art of tattooing the material body, the elders at 
Alexandria_4538 had understood the interconnected rapport between 

reclaiming the materiality of the corporeal sensation of the body, of the 

sensual nature of the flesh and realigning it with the mind, and the virtual 

networked pathways of the local energy channels as well as the sat-com 

networks of the outer regions. 
Perhaps the tech inventors of neuro-tats, back in the 2020’s had 

merely re-discovered an old tradition. And like the community’s 

synchronized festival, the communion between the earth and the flesh, 

between the mind and the body, neuro-tats were first created as a 

medicinal procedure for re-wiring and regenerating neuropathways and 
helping to alleviate a myriad of ailments. 

They were initially used to help those with paralysis to control and 

manoeuver computer cursors by simply using their minds. And later, to 

manoeuver artificial limbs. Like most innovations in the 2020s, it was 

eventually unleashed into the neuro capital markets simply for recreational 
novelty. The first publically available neuro-tats were simply temporary 

synthetically induced psychedelic experiences, imprinted for a short 

duration into the user’s mind and directly linked up to their cell-phones. 

They could wander around for a couple of hours until the neuro-tat wore 

off glimpsing amazing shapes and alternate realms of ephemera that 

seemed otherworldly while continuing to be safely connected to their 
precious cell-phone wifi connections. 

It wasn’t that special. A purely neuro-digital form of VR 

psychedelia. What rock and roll must have felt like when it was initially 

created. 

It was only later, after the post-carbon collapse that the neuro-tat 
technology began to find a renewed interest by tapping back into its initial 

curative and medicinal origins and combining its high-tech science with 

ancient forms of communion and rapports with the body and healing such 

as the calligraphic arts. By the 2060s, it was simply a process to generate 

more energy return. 
But one couldn’t help but think of the fractality of it all. The 

crystalline structure of the salt that had become one of their principal assets 
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for survival, the crystalline structure of the neuropathways, the 

synchronization of networks. Ecstatic states and binding were nothing new 
to the religious community nor to anyone who had ever been to an all 

night music concert, but in the Alexandria outstation, what was really 

important was the aligning of both the symbolic and the divine, binding 

agents among binding agents, love was no different. Neuro-tats were just 

another binding agent among many. But a precious and rare one these days 
when their synthetic nature could actually align with the real deal, the 

organic production of oxytocin. The organic production of love. 

What was once called love was now called by a different name: 

symbiotic fuel. Or Symbio-fuel, for short. 

Even love had been turned into something like petrol. But at least it 
was a much cleaner, more efficient, burning energy. And like every energy 

source, it was only temporary. 


